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Example: Moovit App in London
How Moovit improved its app to help people with disabilities ride transit with confidence

Alexandr Epsepeshkin, a 19-year-old Russian student who is legally blind, recently decided he wanted to be more independent by commuting on his own and riding the bus or his mom for rides to school. It meant taking a streetcar to a subway to his high school in Moscow, a 30-minute trip that Epsepeshkin recently navigated with a cane and Moovit’s an urban mobility app optimized for screen-readers.

“I am very happy that Moovit is accessible and offers a good amount of information about Moscow public transportation,” says Epsepeshkin, who wants to study information technology at university. The app has helped him meet friends in cafes and restaurants, and take a train to an unfamiliar city outside Moscow to visit his girlfriend’s family.

Moovit partners with smart cane company WeWALK to enhance mobility for visually impaired
Moovit x Community Living Toronto
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